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Negative trio sketches
Example #16: Sketch the seven different free fall trios we discussed:  Label each axis with either   y,  vy,   ay,  or  t.
          Situation #1:    Situation #2        Situation #3     Situation #4
    You drop a ball down           You throw a ball down            Throw a ball up. It is caught               You throw a ball up.
    and it lands below you.            It lands below you.                 before it reaches its apex.              It is caught at the apex.
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          Situation #5:         Situation #6        Situation #7   
      You throw a ball up. It reaches             Throw a ball up. You later catch           You throw a ball up  

      its apex, then later lands above you.        it at the same level you threw it.        It later lands below you .
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Example #17: How are all seven of the above 
     graphs related to each other?     

    Guess what . . . they are all the same graph!
  

Notice situation #6 has a perfect bow tie on the 
vy vs. t graph.   If you added curtains on the  #6
trio  (the starting point of any free fall trio) and 
opened one side or the other or both of them you 
would produce one of the other six free fall trios.
Note: Each curtain can close the entire window.       

Example #18:  Could you elaborate on this crazy “whole window closin per side” curtain explanation of yours?
situation #1: Notice that  the voy is zero so the y vs. t graph starts at the top of the parabola with zero initial slope. 
In this case the left curtain is closed to the middle of the window and the right remains totally open. 
situation #2: There is a negative voy here so the y vs. t graph starts with a negative slope.  Here the left curtain has 
been closed even past halfway to about 2/3 the whole way across (remember . . .  weird “whole window” curtains).
situation #3: Now the voy is positive and the ball is caught before  the apex. Here the right curtain is closed 2/3.

situation #4:  Just like situation #3, but the ball makes it all the way to the apex.  Right curtain shut half way.
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situation #5:  vy  vs.  t  is a lopsided (or skewed) bow tie.  The area of the yellow triangle (distance ball goes up) is 
greater than the orange area (distance ball comes back down).  Right curtain closed 1/4 the way. 

situation #6:  Curtains opened all the way.  Ball caught falling at the same level (and opposite v) as it left the hand.

situation #7:  The reverse scenario as  #5, ball spends more time coming down than going up. Left curtain 1/4 way shut.

Example #19:  It’s 2:00 AM.  Joe Dynamo puts his hand out over the roof of an Al Qaeda secret hideout and  tosses a grenade 
straight up in the air. It’s in the air 2.5 seconds and then explodes 14 meters directly below where he originally threw it up Draw 
the trio graphs representing the entire vertical flight of the grenade. Neglect air drag.

             5                
          m Since I have tau (total time = 2.5 s), I have the world by the 

tail. I also know that Δy = -14 m.  I will need to find voy         
        0                                 before I can start to graph.       

       It looks like I will need to go with the second blue          
mirror here while solving for voy, then plug in numbers.
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voy =
2Δy + gt 2

2t
=
2(−14m) + (9.81m / s / s)(2.5s)2

2(2.5s)
           -10        

  = 6.7 m/s

   -15           Notice the parabola is symmetric
     0.5          1.0           1.5   2.0         t                                        about the apex line line of symmetry

           10

       
     Area =  1/2 b h = .5 (0.68 s)(6.7m/s)

       0                          =  2.28 m   This represents how 
        high the grenade will be

        m/s          at its apex

          -10

    This area represents how far below the apex
                  the grenade will fall before exploding.
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             -5    Believe it or not, this simple graph 
       ( ay = -g = -9.81 m/s/s )   is  “telling” 

       the above graphs what to do. All 
      they do is add the nitial conditions

        m/s/s    which shift  the v vs. t up or down and 
   shift the y vs. t leaft or right and/or up                   

           -10               and down.


